now, we got Kardiya (non--Warlpiri, Whitefellas) living here and we gotta to teach them how to maintain country's identity. This is what Milpirri is about. It's about not having foreign kuruwarri (mark, design, law) overshadowing our own country's kuruwarri of the Emu and Kangaroo. If we try and live under the Unicorn and the Lion (under English or British colonial kuruwarri), then we can't sit down properly with the Kangaroo and the Emu (Australia's kuruwarri). The Unicorn and the Lion are too foreign. This is not Unicorn and Lion country, it is the country of the Emu and the Kangaroo.
What if we don't know how the plants and animals and weather here in Australia speak, what if we can't listen to the Kingdom of the Emu and the Kangaroo? What if we become so ignorant we won't be able to relate to our own plants and animals and weather anymore? How can I call myself Warlpiri if I can't speak Warlpiri anymore or do Warlpiri ceremony?
This is why I started thinking about Milpirri. About how to shape understanding for both Yapa (Aboriginal people, human beings) and Kardiya (non--Aboriginal people) by using Milpirri as a way to get both sides thinking about what country is really trying to remind us about: our home, our country, our identity; about how to learn from Mother Earth and Father Sky. These two are our ceiling and our floor. We dwell on them and in them.
Milpirri is really a metaphor for bringing Kardiya and Yapa together. It is the hot air rising and cold air falling that makes the thunderhead or ceremony cloud so full of rage and lightning thrashing; a cumulonimbus cloud that is full of fury. The moment where these two different knowledges clash: 'how can you understand me, you are so different?' These two, the cold air and the hot air, are trying to adjust to each other, and it isn't easy. When the hot air rises, and cold air falls, it's about adjusting to one another; a disagreement then an agreement after. But after the big storm, when the hot air and cold air meet, after it settles down, that's when it gives birth to this cloud called Milpirri. Then we can recognise the ground--up duty of care, a responsibility for the country's knowledge. This is Yapa people's responsibility, and when the clouds go really smooth at the top of that ceremony thunderhead, we call that in Warlpiri mukardi (or ceremonial head--dress).
The cold air is Kardiya knowledge. The rain rejuvenates the possibilities for two different kinds of knowledge coming to an agreement. A better understanding of each other on both sides occurs; this is the rain and the relief that comes. When it rains, the nourishment of country occurs. Once the lightning settles, the rain comes, which is this country's understanding of how we should work together and how achieving this can, sometimes, be a bit rough. This is what the Milpirri clouds represent.
Milpirri is a Warlpiri version of this country's kuruwarri. Warlpiri don't own the Milpirri stories, the Milpirri stories own Warlpiri. We share this nourishment with Old people, they dance and express the meaning of the story in traditional Ngurra--Kurlu (Family, Law, Land, Language, Ceremony, see further below) and the kids do their own version of this same story interpreted through hip hop. We write music in conjunction with Tracks who provide digital recording for us, but it's our own compositions in Warlpiri and in English. School age kids dance in accordance with their Ngurra--Kurlu skin groups (see further below).
After Milpirri, it rains because Milpirri is that time of the year when Warlpiri hold all their ceremonies and it's the beginning of the time that country feeds us all.
Our inspiration for Milpirri comes from the way that ganma-a place where two rivers meet-is used by the Yolŋu of eastern Arnhem Land as a model for their intercultural and educational interactions with other peoples and cultures. Yes, well out in the desert, we have rivers, but most of them are dry! So we looked to the wind story-about how hot air from the land rises, and cold air falls from above-to give us this metaphor for people coming together. The Yaalakapura 'Peregrine falcon', which also comes from this same songline, reminds us of how knowledge is to be passed on, and how we can use it our advantage. Its story teaches us that, in this life, the hunter and the hunted are both within us, and that this is how we learn. That knowledge is there to cultivate us-to cultivate us before we can cultivate the land.
Yes, that is the Warlpiri way. This is what I call Ngurra--kurlu. Ngurra--kurlu is all about our place and sense of home. It consists of Family, Law, Land, Language, and Ceremony. 3 Once we lose these five elements we become homeless people-people without the ability to understand our own home. We become feral in our own land. We live in our home without really knowing how to look after it, and we run the risk of desecrating our home. So we must look for a new way to teach our kids so that they understand their home through Ngurra--kurlu.
In Lajamanu until recent decades, my culture has always been taught by our elders and through going to ceremonies, so that we understand how to read the land and how it speaks to us. So how do we express this to our children today? Our young kids nowadays are influenced by things that are really foreign to them, and the way they look at the land is not the way the older generations and our ancestors have looked at it. 4 No, so trying to teach them through the two ways of what I call the foreign way and the original way is a way of trying to bring back what is supposed to be our Warlpiri way of living in our home.
Ngurra--kurlu is the five pillars of the way this land has always been, and Indigenous people have always looked at this country-how it is written in everything around us and even embedded within ourselves. Yes, every day we have to express Ngurra--kurlu. Even when we are walking and talking, we must still use our bodies to express Ngurra--kurlu to move like the wind and, with our sounds, make it talk.
The Milpirri Festival is one such way that we have recently developed to teach our children about Ngurra--kurlu. The theme of Milpirri in 2012 was Pulya--ranyi, the 'Winds of Change'. Pulya--ranyi is a wind songline that talks about the wind controlling fire, and how fire that glows will consume and become stronger. Yes, so
Pulya--ranyi is about people's potential, but how to we make it move? How do we control it? How do we teach it again and pass on knowledge? This is all part of the Milpirri model-speak to the land and the land will speak back. We have gel wristbands made in these four colours for children to wear during the festival on their left or right arm, so they can easily remember their skin names, and now people wear them around all the time. Even when young men break their arms during football competitions at Lajamanu, they now ask for plaster casts in these four colours! When newcomers to Warlpiri society are integrated into this system, they can also learn about traditional kinship in this new way. This is the key to equipping people with a very personal understanding of what Ngurra--kurlu means.
Through this system, we are trying to teach everyone that all these skin names are more than just names. They are really the place from where you can see your journey in life beginning. Take the name of my people, Warlpiri, which is really a contraction of Warlpa--wiri, meaning 'big wind'. Each of our four main kinship groups also represents one of the four big winds-North, East, South and West-all coming together to give us that movement to control the fire at the centre of Pulya--ranyi. By not allowing ourselves to be Pulya--ranyi, that fire cannot move anywhere. So the Milpirri Festival has now become the fire that sends out this message to all.
The Warlpiri have two main ceremonies: Jardi--warnpa, which is held by the Blue and Red groups, and Kurdiji, which is held by the Green and Yellow groups.
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Neither of these ceremonies has run in recent years, so the Milpirri Festival always uses public sequences of song and dance from them to educate everyone about our traditional law. The Witi 'two trees' sequence from the Kurdiji ceremony, for example, teaches us about consequences-the potential for our actions to hold negative and positive consequences-and the burning of leafy Witi poles at its conclusion symbolises the movement of fire from east or west to clean out the country. We also encourage children to create their own hip hop dances based on
Colour Patri--group Subsections (masculine/feminine)
Wind

Left Right
Blue Wanyaparnta Jangala/Nangala Jampijinpa/Nampijinpa North Green Parra Japangardi/Napangardi Japanangka/Napanangka East Red Wawirri Jupurrula/Nupurrula Jakamarra/Nakamarra South Yellow Munga Japaljarri/Napaljarri Jungarrayi/Nungarrayi West these traditional stories. So, in the festival, you will see them performing hip hop dances that are really interpretations their own Dreamings.
So all of our skin names are more than just names. They come from the land and the sky-Mother Earth and Father Sky. All the holders of all the many different homelands that fit into our four main kinship groups-like the James family and the Patterson family-they each have their own traditional names as well, which all go back to the land and come together with the four winds to produce the Milpirri Festival.
The final song and dance sequence of each Milpirri Festival is always
Warntarritarri from the Kurdiji ceremony. Its name is derived from wantarri 'gift', which relates how the sky and earth come together in the form of the Milky Way.
Warntarritarri serves to remind us that each one of our lives is a gift to each other,
as is everything around us, and through this understanding we can better achieve the balance of Ngurra--kurlu in our lives. This country is riddled with all these stories. They are painted in art that you now see in galleries and museums all over the world. 7 But they are not things that are merely meant to look good. They are supposed to talk back to us like the land from which they come. They too express the five elements of Ngurra--kurlu-Family, Law, Land, Language, and Ceremony-as shown in the following figure with Land in the centre. This idea for Ngurra--kurlu comes from the Southern Cross constellation, which is the axis upon which the Milky Way rotates through the sky. Now, one of the worst things we can do is to forget all of this Law-to put it aside and learn something else. This is dangerous for our identity. All this learning of the way to observe Law properly goes back to Pulya--ranyi-the words that are meant to move us and cultivate us. The sounds of the land gives us words, the words gives us songs, the songs give us ceremonies, the ceremonies give us teaching, the teaching give us our beliefs, and the beliefs gives us our identity. The most important thing to understand is how to how to learn to listen to this country.
All of this is embedded in our country, our Law-even in the ants, the elements, and the seasons. They too all have skin names, and each a place under the Law to ensure that everything remains in place. This reminds us that we must make the effort to listen to country, to not lose our Law, but to try and bring it back to life-to bring back to existence that Ngurra--kurlu or essence of home within us.
There is no doubt that these stories if we can hear them properly, can really take us where we have never been before, and unlock some mysteries by challenging us to think about how things really work. But this is a journey for each of us to discover once the seed of learning has been planted-that little seed from the Dreaming. Let it take you and grow you up. To live in the homeland of the Kangaroo, we must understand the Emu. That I leave with you. Corn, Stephen Japangardi Wild and Lee--Anne Napanangka Proberts.
-EDITORS' NOTE
This essay is greatly expanded from its original key note presentation. We would like to thank Jampijinpa directly for this essay, and for his ongoing support as key note speaker for Same but Different: Experimentation and Innovation in Desert Arts I (2012) and II (2013).
